Monday June 3, 2019

CEO’S CHAT

FOCUSES

ON MARKETING 108 SQ KM. RED HILL
~ Suspends field exploration to conserve cash ~

To my friends, family and NuLegacy shareholders/stakeholders:

Hi Folks,

Click here to view the associated News Release

As some of NuLegacy’s long-time supporters I want to provide with you some background on
the news release distributed very early Monday, June 3, 2019 before the market opening.
NuLegacy’s BOD has decided NuLegacy can no longer finance what we believe has become a
big company project. When we started out on this adventure to find a Carlin-style deposit on
the Red Hill property (back when the CDN dollar was at par with the US dollar) we were drilling
shallow reverse circulation holes (750 to 1,000 feet) into the near-surface Iceberg targets
costing US $75 to $100,000 per (and at par that was CDN $75 to $100 thousand). While we had
some reasonable initial success, we were not able to generate a meaningful measurable gold
resource.
Under the recent guidance of Ed Cope and with the insights of Charles Weakly (both formerly
significant contributors to Barrick Gold’s exploration success) our geo-team made tremendous
progress in the understanding of the Red Hill’s geology during the last two years resulting in a
‘breakthrough’ analysis evidencing both structural and stratigraphic connectors between
NuLegacy’s Red Hill Carlin gold systems and Barrick’s Goldrush/Fourmile Carlin gold systems
which are:
• On trend;
• Strongly mineralized systems with the same stratigraphy; and
• With the high-grade gold at the structural confluence of high-angle faults and low-angle thrust
faults within Wenban5.
Unfortunately, these targets are all significantly deeper and they require much more expensive
core drilling (versus reverse circulation).
While we are very encouraged by the new targets, realistically it will take a considerable number
of deep core holes to confirm if the new Rift zone hosts a significant Carlin deposit. With the
CDN dollar now at $1.35 to the US dollar these $200 to $250 thousand US dollar deep core
holes will cost CDN $300,000 plus per hole, or 3 million or more shares of NuLegacy per hole
for the direct drilling/assay/field costs alone at the current 10 cents per share.

Test marketing of a possible financing with a dozen or more of our best investors/prospects has
shown that while they were all very impressed with the progress we’ve made on understanding
the geology, without a meaningful resource to underpin the decision, there is no appetite to
financing such an expensive and highly dilutive drilling program in the current gold market
environment.
So, a BOD determination was made that we will suspend drilling before the rigs arrive this coming
week to conserve the company’s cash in order to fund the process of enrolling a sale/merger
or joint-venture candidate.
Thank you and cheers,

Albert

Albert J. Matter
Chairman, Director
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